The auditory P50 response is normal in Alzheimer's disease when measured via a paired click paradigm.
Recent findings of missing or markedly attenuated P50 (or P1) auditory ERPs in Alzheimer's disease (AD) patients suggest this may be a useful diagnostic and/or prognostic marker of AD cholinergic deficits. Those studies used repetitive 1/sec clicks. Given P50's long recovery time, all but the first click in that paradigm was presented during the recovery of the P50 generation system from the response to the prior click. We studied 8 AD patients and 17 elderly controls using a paradigm incorporating 7-8 sec intervals between clicks, which allows examination of P50 generation separate from P50 recovery. With the long inter-click interval, we identified P50 responses in most AD patients and controls, and found no difference in P50 amplitude between groups. These results suggest that if there is a P50 deficit in AD patients, it is the result of the accumulative effect of repetitive stimulation, rather than a primary deficit in P50 generation.